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Abstract4

This paper considers the implications for developing countries of a new wave of technolog-5

ical change that substitutes pervasively for labor. It makes simple and plausible assumptions:6

the AI revolution can be modeled as an increase in productivity of a distinct type of capital7

that substitutes closely with labor; and the only fundamental difference between the advanced8

and developing country is the level of TFP. This set-up is minimalist, but the resulting conclu-9

sions are powerful: improvements in the productivity of “robots” drive divergence, as advanced10

countries differentially benefit from their initially higher robot intensity, driven by their endoge-11

nously higher wages and stock of complementary traditional capital. In addition, capital—if12

internationally mobile—is pulled “uphill”, resulting in a transitional GDP decline in the devel-13

oping country. In an extended model where robots substitute only for unskilled labor, the terms14

of trade, and hence GDP, may decline permanently for the country relatively well-endowed in15

unskilled labor.16
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1. Introduction19

A new wave of technological change involving artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning,20

robotics, big data, and networks has led to renewed interest in the impact of pervasive automation21

on growth, wages, and inequality. While the economic landscape everywhere may shift radically,22

thus far the literature and the policy debate have focused almost exclusively on advanced economies.23

Narratives about the impact of a new round of automation on developing economies abound, both24

optimistic and pessimistic, but there has been very little systematic formal analysis.1 This paper25

fills this gap by employing a simple but rich conceptual framework to explore the potential impact26

of the AI revolution on developing economies.27

According to many—though by no means all—technologists, advances in AI and related tech-28

nologies will allow machines to substitute for human labor across a much wider range of tasks than29

earlier waves of automation.2 Ten or fifteen years ago it was widely accepted that machines could30

substitute for human labor in ‘routine’ tasks only, i.e. those typically middle-wage tasks involving31

neither on the one hand creativity and analytical skills nor on the other manual dexterity, and32

where the job could be explained step-by-step and hence programmed into a computer (Autor et al.33

(2003)). Since then, however, advances in machine learning have led to machines with at least34

human-level perception and to AI programs with human or above-human-level capabilities in a35

broad range of tasks previously considered well out of reach.336

A burgeoning literature has begun analyzing the growth, labor market, and distributional impli-37

cations for advanced countries. From an economic point of view, a key feature of this new wave of38

technologies is that it is likely to substitute more closely for labor, perhaps especially for unskilled39

labor. A general lesson is that automation that substitutes closely with workers will tend to in-40

crease incomes but also increase income inequality, at least during the transition and possibly in41

1The otherwise comprehensive set of contributions in Agrawal et al. (2019) contains no chapter focusing on
international dimensions.

2While in this paper we use the terms “AI”, “robots”, “automation”, and “technology” interchangeably, we also
recognize that there is a challenge in specifying what each of these terms precisely mean. The discussions in Susskind
(2019) and Grace et al. (2018) are perhaps closest to the spirit of this paper. The argument in the former and the
forecast in the latter is that ML and related technologies are leading to a more-or-less gradual but pervasive growth
in the scope of "AI", broadly speaking, to substitute for human labor.

3For general overviews, see Brynjolfsson and McAfee (2014), Ford (2015), and Susskind (2020) and, for a view
that there is little new to see here, Mokyr et al. (2015) and Shiller (2019). As Susskind (2019) argues, the ability of
various specific, i.e. “narrow”, AIs to substitute for human labor is more relevant to the labor market, and a much
more immediate prospect, than the possible role of artificial general intelligence.
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the long-run for some groups of workers. Our approach here follows Berg et al. (2018), who model42

the AI revolution as a reduction in the price of “robot capital”, which may substitute directly for43

labor and which complements traditional capital.4 Focusing on advanced economies, they find that44

the more easily robots substitute for workers, the higher the increase in GDP per capita and the45

greater the decrease in labor share, leading to a richer economy, but with more inequality. During46

a long transition, real wages may fall.547

Many observers argue that the current wave of automation will have significant effects on devel-48

oping countries, in a literature that is largely qualitative and descriptive. Sachs (2019) and Yusuf49

(2017) suggest profound implications for development pathways and strategies, along with reduc-50

tions in demand for unskilled labor. Nedelkoska and Quintini (2018) finds that developing countries51

are more vulnerable to automation, based on differences in industrial structure and, more impor-52

tantly, in the way work is organized in these countries, notably a greater dependence on unskilled53

labor.654

This paper draws some simple but robust implications from a minimal set of assumptions about55

what this wave of technology may mean for countries at different levels of development. We employ56

a two-country one-sector neoclassical model with three factors of production: labor, capital, and57

“robots”, where “robots” are assumed to be close substitutes with labor. The AI or robot revolution58

is captured as an increase in the productivity of “robots”. We then extend the model to allow for59

two types of labor, with the developed country relatively well endowed in skilled labor. We assume60

that all differences between the advanced and the developing country derive just from differences61

in total factor productivity and/or the endowment of skilled labor, and that labor cannot move62

between countries. We can then examine the implications of an increase in robot productivity for63

inequality within and between each region, both in the long run and during the transition. Even64

this limited experiment turns out to make some powerful points about the likelihood of divergence65

4“Robots” here and below, unless specifically noted, stands for the full-range of new technologies mentioned above.
5The theoretical literature generally takes two approaches to modeling automation. An aggregate production

function approach, similar to the model in this paper, is taken in Sachs and Kotlikoff (2012); Sachs (2018), Nordhaus
(2015), Bessen (2017), Korinek and Stiglitz (2019), Caselli and Manning (2019), and Berg et al. (2018). In an
influential series of papers, Acemoglu and Restrepo (2018a,c,d, 2019a) take a different approach and employ tasked-
based models in the spirit of Zeira (1998) to examine the implications of task automation, and the creation of new
tasks, for wages and output and the labor market. The substitution structure embedded in the production function
in our model is also similar to the way Autor and Dorn (2013) model routine labor, abstract labor, and computer
capital.

6Rodrik (2016) discusses developmental implications of earlier waves of automation.
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arising from this wave of technology, as well as disentangling and clarifying many of the stories in66

the qualitative literature.767

We find grounds for concern in the form of three distinct channels through which developing68

economies could diverge further from advanced economies after the robot revolution: a share-in-69

production channel, a capital-flows channel, and a terms-of-trade channel. First, we find that just70

the addition of a highly-substitutable robot capital to the model, combined with high total factor71

productivity (TFP) in the advanced country, implies that an increase in productivity (or a reduction72

in cost) of robot capital results in further divergence of GDP levels between advanced and developing73

economies. In advanced economies, wages are higher because TFP is higher. These higher wages74

translate into more intense robot use in the advanced economy, resulting in higher robot shares in75

income. Higher robot shares in turn lead to much higher GDP growth in the advanced economy76

than in the developing economy when robot productivity increases.77

There are also potential divergent transitional effects. While per capita GDP always increases in78

the long-run following an increase in robot productivity in a one-sector model, during the transition79

the robot revolution can reduce the level of per capita GDP in the developing economy through a80

capital-flows channel. The increase in productivity of robots induces a strong demand for additional81

resources in the advanced economy to finance investment in robots and in physical capital (which82

is assumed to be complementary to the robot capital as well as unskilled labor); as a result, capital83

flows “uphill” from developing countries to finance this capital accumulation.884

A third effect involves a potential reduction in the terms of trade for developing countries, leading85

potentially to a decline in the level of per capita GDP even in the long run. To capture this channel,86

we extend the model to allow for two goods/sectors and two types of labor, with one sector relatively87

intensive in unskilled labor. By assumption the developing country has relatively more unskilled88

labor, and therefore specializes in the sector intensive in that factor. We also assume—critically for89

this channel—that robots substitute more closely with unskilled than skilled labor.990

7The model, of course, cannot directly speak to all the channels that are discussed in the qualitative literature.
For example, the idea of leapfrogging is often raised as a possible benefit for developing countries, while the impact
of automation on the viability of a manufacturing led development strategy is viewed as a challenge. See Abdychev
et al. (2018) and World Bank (2019) for a broader discussion of these channels.

8If, in contrast, the financial account is closed, then capital does not flow “uphill”; on the other hand the developing
region loses the main potential benefit from the increases in robot productivity, which is the boost to long-run
consumption that follows from the opportunity to accumulate claims on highly-productive robot capital in developed
countries during the transition.

9See Akerman et al. (2015) on broadband internet and Frey (2019) for a general discussion.
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As in the one-sector model, an increase in robot productivity provides incentives to accumulate91

more robots and complementary physical capital—a direct effect which tends to increase income92

levels in the long run.10 However, the two-sector model has a countervailing force acting through93

changes in relative prices. Because by assumption robots are strong substitutes for unskilled labor,94

an increase in robot productivity leads to a decline in demand for unskilled workers, thus reducing95

unskilled wages. This leads to a decline in the relative price of the good that uses unskilled labor96

more intensively, thus reducing the incentive to invest in the sector. As the developing region97

specializes in unskilled-intensive goods, and as the direct effect of an increase in robot productivity98

is small in the region given low robot shares, this lower price can result in income levels declining99

in developing countries in the long run.100

The key assumption in this paper is that the current technological revolution is bringing a type101

of capital that is more substitutable with labor than previous rounds of technology. One line102

of evidence for this proposition can be found in the various technological studies that find, or103

more commonly predict, that AI and related technologies will be better than humans in many or104

most tasks within the foreseeable future. Frey and Osborne (2017) examines currently available105

technology and concludes that some 47 percent of jobs are subject to replacement by AI. Looking106

at prospective evolution of these rapidly-evolving technologies, AI researchers surveyed in Grace107

et al. (2018) on average expect to see AI outperforming humans at translating languages by 2024,108

driving a truck by 2027, and working in retail by 2031, with considerable variation around these109

estimates.11 Empirical evidence that speaks directly to the sort of macro model we employ here is110

scarce but suggestive. Eden and Gaggl (2018) distinguish between traditional capital and the subset111

that embodies information and communication technology (ICT). Calibrating to data for 1950-2013112

for the United States, they conclude that ICT capital is more highly substitutable with labor than113

traditional capital, with some evidence that it has been increasingly so over time.114

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents some stylized facts about automa-115

tion and robot adoption in advanced and developing economies. It uses data on the distribution116

of industrial robots, meant literally, as a proxy for the more general concept of new nontraditional117

capital that we have in mind, simply because it is available in a comparable way for many coun-118

10Along somewhat similar lines, Eden and Gaggl (2019) argue that developing countries adopt less IT-intensive
technologies because they are less-well-endowed in complementary unskilled labor.

11This estimate is controversial. See the discussion in Susskind (2020), for example, for a review.
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tries. We establish that developing countries indeed are less robot-intensive, and that robot use119

is negatively correlated with wages. Section 3 presents our basic two-country one-sector model to120

study the impact of automation in the short and long run in advanced and developing countries.121

Section 4 extends the model to allow for two goods and two types of labor (skilled and unskilled).122

Section 5 discusses our main results and policy options to prevent or mitigate the negative impact123

of automation on developing economies.124

2. The International Distribution of Robots125

A key mechanism for the effects of automation on the international distribution of income in this126

paper is, as we will see below, that labor-substituting automation endogenously takes place more127

intensively in advanced countries, because wages are higher. In this section, we document this128

phenomenon, examining patterns in automation in the manufacturing sector across advanced and129

developing economies. We use data on the stock of robots from the International Federation of130

Robots (IFR).12 The IFR conducts annual surveys to collect data on the use of industrial robots131

in several countries and industries. As per the International Organization for Standardization132

(ISO), an industrial robot is defined as “an automatically controlled, reprogrammable, multipurpose133

manipulator programmable in three or more axes, which may be either fixed in place or mobile for134

use in industrial automation applications” (International Federation of Robotics (2012)).135

While much of the debate on the impact of automation on labor market outcomes has been136

centered on advanced economies, robot adoption has been rising rapidly in developing countries137

too. Figure 1 plots robot intensity (as measured by robots per worker in the manufacturing sector)138

for different country groups. The broad-based rise in robot intensity suggests that automation can139

have important ramifications for the developing world as well. In fact, robot adoption has been140

rising faster in developing countries than in advanced economies. In 2010, middle-income countries141

only accounted for about 5 percent of the total operational stock of robots. However, this number142

12While we have data on robots, the broader concept of automation is a rapidly growing phenomenon, with the
automation-related share of patents of physical and cognitive inventions having risen from only 23 percent in the
late 1970s to 60 percent by 2014 (Mann and Püttmann (2018)). To be clear, the models in the paper consider a
much broader range of technologies, including AI and machine learning algorithms and ever-faster related hardware,
pervasive data and networks, and robotics per se. Indeed, one of the features of this new technological revolution,
as argued for example in Susskind (2020), is that it extends well beyond manufacturing. However, data limitations
force us to focus on this narrower concept in this section. Along similar lines, Acemoglu and Restrepo (2019b) uses
similar data for the US to address more general questions.
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Figure 1: Adoption of Robots in the Manufacturing Sector
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Note: Data on number of robots from IFR. Data on manufacturing sector employment from various sources.
See data appendix for details. HICS=High-Income Countries; UMICS=Upper Middle-Income Countries;
LMICS=Lower Middle-Income Countries.

has grown dramatically to almost 24 percent by 2016. As shown in Figure 2, while this is largely143

driven by a rapid pace of adoption in China, the trend is broad-based across other regions as well.144

While robot use in low- and middle-income countries has increased significantly, robot density145

(number of robots per workers) still remains much higher in advanced economies. In fact, a high146

elasticity of substitution between robots and labor would imply that robot density varies more than147

proportionately compared to wages, all else equal (see equation 11 below). While it is beyond148

the scope of this paper to estimate the elasticity of substitution between robots and labor, here149

we combine data on real wages with the data on robots and employment to show that a positive150

correlation holds across countries. Appendix A has details on data sources.151

Figure 3 shows the relation between log of real wages and log of robots to employment ratio for152

a cross-section of 43 countries in 2010. Countries with higher wages have substantially higher robot153

intensity, with a slope of about 1.65, indicating that robot intensity varies more than proportionally154

compared to wages.13
155

Figure 4 shows the relation between the change in log of wages and the change in log of robot156

density over the period for which data on robots is available.14 This evidence is suggestive of a157

13Using the same robots data for advanced economies, Graetz and Michaels (2018) find that while increased robot
use contributed positively to productivity growth and lowered prices, it only reduced low-skilled workers’ employment
share, leaving overall employment relatively unchanged. The slopes are similar if we use wages converted to USD
using market and PPP exchange rates and when excluding commodity exporters.

14Here, we disregard the first two years of reporting for the robot stock data for each country to account for a
compliance bias. This bias can be inferred from the fact that some countries witnessed a very rapid increase in robot
adoption in the first two years in which data is available, which may be a result of improved data reporting by the
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Figure 2: Robot Stock Trends Across Income Groups in the Manufacturing Sector
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Figure 3: Real Wages and Robot Density in the Manufacturing Sector
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Figure 4: Percent Change in Real Wages and Robot Density in the Manufacturing Sector
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positive relationship between real wages and robot density over time, with a slope greater than 1,158

plausibly in line with a relatively high elasticity of substitution between robots and labor.15
159

3. A Two-Region Model with Robots160

In this section, we develop a two-region model to illustrate the possible impact of advances in AI161

and robotics on income gaps between countries. The model builds on Berg et al. (2018) by adding162

a developing region that has lower aggregate productivity than the advanced region.16 The two163

regions can trade with each other and financial assets can flow freely from one to the other. We164

begin with a model which features just one sector and one type of labor, with an extension to two165

types of labor discussed in section 3.7. As wages are completely flexible in our model, lower labor166

demand following a robot revolution does not translate into unemployment, but as lower real wages.167

country rather than an actual increases in the underlying stock of robots. The slopes are similar if we use wages
converted to USD using market and PPP exchange rates and when excluding commodity exporters.

15Figure 4 excludes Iran, Argentina and Greece, three outliers where real wages fell significantly, potentially due
to sanctions in Iran’s case and the severe economic crises in the others. Excluding these outliers increases the slope
of the fitted line significantly to approximately 3. Figure A.1 includes all countries in our sample. Here, the slope of
the fitted line is positive, but only marginally greater than 1.

16An early version of the one-sector model of this paper appeared in Abdychev et al. (2018)
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This is the simplest model that illustrates the key channel that can lead to divergence in income168

levels between advanced and developing countries in response to an increase in robot productivity. In169

particular, when robots and labor are substitutable, higher wages result in robots being used more170

intensively in advanced economies in the initial steady state. An increase in robot productivity171

results in greater incentive to invest in robots (and complementary physical capital) in advanced172

economies where wages are high and robots are a more important component of the production173

process to begin with. This leads to higher GDP growth in advanced economies than in developing174

regions, thus leading to divergence.175

3.1. Households176

There are two regions indexed by i, representing an advanced economy (i = A) and a developing177

economy (i = D).17 Each region is populated by a household that lives forever and owns the178

three factors of production: labor (L), capital (K) and robots (Z). The household owns the firms179

operating the production technology and a financial asset, which allows it to borrow or save against180

the other region.181

Household preferences are given by the utility function:182

∑
t

βt
C

1− 1
τ

i,t

1− 1
τ

where Ci,t is consumption of household i (with i = A,D) in period t, β is the discount factor, and183

τ determines the inter-temporal elasticity of substitution.184

Household i seeks to maximize utility given its budget constraint:185

Ci,t + IKi,t + IZi,t + (B−i,t+1 −Bi,t+1) = rKt Ki,t + rZt Zi,t +wi,tLi +
(
1 + rBt

)
(B−i,t −Bi,t) + Πi,t (1)

where IKi,t and I
Z
i,t are investment in capital and robots, Li is the endowment of labor, and (B−i,t −186

Bi,t) is the net financial asset holding for region i. Rates of return on capital, robots, and financial187

assets are given by rKt , rZt , and rBt respectively. The wage rate is given by wi,t. Finally, Πi,t188

17We use region and economy interchangeably henceforth.
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represents the profits of firms operating the production technology in the country. The price of the189

final good is normalized to 1 in every period.190

The laws of motion for accumulation of capital and robots are given by:191

Ki,t+1 = (1− δK)Ki,t + IKi,t (2)

Zi,t+1 = (1− δZ)Zi,t + IZi,t (3)

where δK and δZ are depreciation rates of capital and robot stock.192

Maximizing utility subject to the budget constraint and laws of motion for capital and robots193

yields the standard Euler equation194

[
Ci,t+1

Ci,t

] 1
τ

= β
(
1 + rBt

)
(4)

and a no arbitrage condition that implies the equalization of net rates of return (after accounting195

for depreciation) for capital, robots and the financial asset18
196

rKt − δK = rZt − δZ = rBt . (5)

3.2. Firms197

A representative firm operates the production technology in each region. Inputs are hired in com-198

petitive markets. Labor and robots are combined using a CES technology, with the composite then199

combined with capital using a Cobb-Douglas function to obtain the final output. The production200

function is given by201

Yi,t = Ai

(
Kd
i,t

)α [
e

1
σL

σ−1
σ

i,t + (1− e)
1
σ

(
btZ

d
i,t

)σ−1
σ

] (1−α)σ
σ−1

(6)

18Since there are no adjustment costs to capital or robots stocks and the net rental rate of capital, robots, and
financial asset is the same, the holdings of these assets are indeterminate for the household. We assume that households
hold all the capital and robots in the country, with the remaining wealth being held as a financial asset. Thus, capital
and robots are not mobile across countries. However, this is not a restrictive assumption because households in one
region can still invest in robots in the other region by lending resources through financial assets, which can in turn
finance the capital and robot investment. In all cases, the return would be the same across assets.
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where Kd
i,t, Z

d
i,t, and Li,t is the quantity of capital, robots, and labor demanded by the firm. The202

level of total factor productivity (Ai) is the only parameter allowed to vary across regions. The203

cost-share parameters α and e, and the elasticity of substitution between labor and robots (σ) is204

assumed to be the same across the two regions.205

The CES technology allows for flexibility, as different values of σ will correspond to different206

degrees of substitutability between labor and robots. Using this production function, the latest207

wave of technological innovation can be modeled as an increase in the productivity of robots, bt.208

Solving the profit maximization problem yields the standard first order conditions equating

marginal products to factor prices. Dividing the first order condition for robots and capital with

that for labor yields

Zdi,t
Li,t

=
1− e
e
· bσ−1t ·

(
wi,t

rZt

)σ
(7)

Li,t

Kd
i,t

=
1− α
α
· r

K
t

wit
· 1

1 +
(
1−e
e

) 1
σ

(
btZdi,t
Li,t

)σ−1
σ

. (8)

3.3. Equilibrium209

A market equilibrium for this model is a set of prices and allocations such that:210

1. Households choose consumption and holdings of robots, capital, and the financial asset to211

maximize utility given their budget constraint and the laws of motion for capital and robots.212

2. Firms maximize profits by choosing the optimal combination of labor, capital, and robots.213

3. All markets clear.214

(a) Inputs Market. In each country i with i = A,D and for every period t:215

(Labor) Li = Li,t (Capital) Ki,t = Kd
i,t (Robots) Zi,t = Zdi,t216

(b) Good Market. For every period t:217

∑
i

(
Ci,t + IKi,t + IZi,t

)
=
∑
i

Yi,t (9)
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(c) Financial Asset Market. For every period t:218

BA,t +BD,t = 0 (10)

3.4. Calibration of the Initial Steady States219

We calibrate our model to study the differential response across regions of an increase in robot220

productivity for different levels of substitutability between labor and robots. We consider different221

values for σ, ranging from 1 (i.e., standard Cobb-Douglas production function with three factors222

of production) to 3 (i.e., robots substitute for labor). Rigorously estimating σ is beyond the scope223

of this paper. However, putting aside concerns regarding endogeneity and transition dynamics, the224

data shown in Figure 3 and 4 suggest that σ is greater than one. The slope of the fitted line in these225

figures can be viewed as a rough estimate for σ, indicating that the elasticity of substitution may226

lie somewhere between 1.5 and 3. Eden and Gaggl (2018), using a somewhat different nesting than227

that employed here, conclude that the elasticity of substitution between labor and information-and-228

communication-technology (ICT) capital has increased rapidly since the late 90s, rising from 2.5 to229

3.3. Calibrating their U.S. data to a production function similar to that employed here, Berg et al.230

(2018) find an elasticity between ICT capital and unskilled labor of 2.1.231

For each value of σ, we calibrate a separate initial steady state where we chose e and AD to232

match two moments: the relative GDP per capita between the two regions and the robot share233

in income in the advanced economy
(
rZZA
YA

)
. The relative GDP per capita is calibrated to be 15,234

which is the ratio of GDP per capita between the US and sub-Saharan African countries, as per the235

5-year average from the Penn World Tables. The robot share in income in the advanced economy236

is calibrated to be 4 percent following Berg et al. (2018). The remaining parameters are standard237

values in the literature (Table 1).238

Figure 5 shows the resulting parameters for different values of the elasticity of substitution. The239

calibrated value of the labor share parameter (e) is higher for larger σ, so as to maintain a robot240

share in income of 4 percent in the advanced economy in the initial steady state.241

However, the robot share in the developing region declines as σ increases in the initial steady242

state (Figure 6). For the Cobb-Douglas case, with σ =1, the robot share in the developing economy243

is the same as in the advanced economy. For higher values of σ, the robot share is lower in the244
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Table 1: Calibration of One-Sector Model
Parameter Description Value Source/Reason

β Discount factor 0.96 Long-run net return rate on
capital around 4 percent

τ Inter-temporal elasticity of
substitution

1 Cobb-Douglas utility function

δK Depreciation rate for capital 0.05 Berg et al. (2018)
δZ Depreciation rate for robots 0.05 Berg et al. (2018)
α Share of capital in production

function
0.35 Berg et al. (2018)

LD Stock of labor in the developing
economy

1 Normalization

LA Stock of labor in the advanced
economy

1 Normalization

AA Total factor productivity in the
advanced economy

1 Normalization

b0 Initial robot productivity 0.1 Normalization
B0 Initial asset holdings 0 Symmetry in the initial steady

state

Figure 5: Parameters

Note: The figure plots the calibrated values of total factor productivity in the developing economy (AD) and
the labor share parameter (e) of the production function in the initial steady states. These parameters are
chosen such that for each σ, GDP per capita in the advanced economy is 15 times that of the developing
economy, and the robot share in income in the advanced economy is 4 percent.
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Figure 6: Moments in the Initial Steady State

Note: The top panel of the figure plots the labor share
(

wiLi

Yi

)
and the robot share

(
rZZi

Yi

)
for each steady

state, that is, for each value of σ. The bottom left panel plots the robot intensity in the advanced economy
relative to the developing economy

(
ZA/LA

ZD/LD

)
.

developing region in the initial steady state because the higher elasticity of substitution magnifies the245

divergence in robot intensity (Z/L ratio) emerging from different wages. To get intuition, dividing246

equation 7 for the advanced economy with the same equation for the developing economy yields247

ZA/LA
ZD/LD

=

(
wA
wD

)σ
. (11)

The higher wages in the advanced economy translate into higher robot-to-labor ratios. Further-248

more, a higher elasticity of substitution amplifies the effect of wages on the robot-to-labor ratio. For249

a Cobb-Douglas production function, the robot-to-labor ratio between the two economies is propor-250

tional to the wage ratio, which results in the same labor share in the two economies. However, when251

robots and labor are substitutes (σ > 1), then the Z/L ratio in the advanced economy is more than252

proportionally higher than the wage differential. The high elasticity of substitution implies that253

the high wages in the advanced economy result in greater substitution of labor for robots, leading254

to a higher robot share in output. Thus, when σ > 1, the robot share is lower in the developing255
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economy than in the advanced economy and it declines with σ. Given that the capital share is the256

same across the two regions and does not vary with σ, the opposite is true for the labor share. The257

labor share is higher in the developing economy than in the advanced economy when σ is greater258

than 1, and it increases with σ.259

3.5. Long-run Impact of the Robot Revolution260

3.5.1. Analytical Results for a Simplified One-Region Model261

Before showing the quantitative results for the full model, we first derive some analytical results for262

the steady-state of a simplified one-region version of our model. This provides general intuition for263

our main mechanism. The one-region model is essentially identical to the model described above,264

but with no index i denoting region, the goods market clearing simplifying to Ct + IKt + IZt = Yt,265

and financial market clearing implying 0 holding of bonds.266

The steady-state of this simplified model can be solved analytically. In steady-state, all interest267

rates are pinned down by the discount factor: rK − δK = rZ − δZ = rB = β−1 − 1. The rest of the268

model can be simplified into solving for the 4 unknowns w, Z, K, and Q using steady state versions269

of equations 6, 7, 8 and a zero profit condition given by270

1 =

(
rK
)α(

e (w)1−σ + (1− e)
(
rZ

b

)1−σ) 1−α
1−σ

Aαα (1− α)1−α

As shown in Appendix C, log-linearizing these four equations around the initial steady-state, and

imposing that deviations in interest rates will be 0 across steady-states, we can show that

ŵ =
θz
θl
b̂

ẑ =

(
σ
θz + θl
θl

− 1

)
b̂

k̂ = σ
θz
θl
b̂

q̂ = σ
θz
θl
b̂

where ŵ, ẑ, k̂, and q̂ are log deviation in wages, robot stock, capital stock, and GDP between271
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the initial and final steady-state; θz and θl represent the robot and labor share in income in the272

initial steady-state; and b̂ represents a small change in robot productivity (again in log deviation273

from initial steady-state) which is how we model a robot revolution.274

As these equations show, for a given change in robot productivity, the extent to which wages and275

GDP increase depends crucially on robot and labor share in the initial steady state. Two regions276

with the same robot and labor share will see the same increase in wages and GDP following an277

increase in robot productivity. On the other hand, if one region has a higher robot share, then it278

will see a bigger increase in wages and GDP.279

Furthermore, Section 3.4 shows that when σ > 1, then the Z/L ratio in the advanced economy280

is more than proportionally higher than the wage differential. This endogenously leads to higher281

robot share (relative to labor share) in production in the advanced economy in the initial steady282

state, which should transle into a larger increase in wages and GDP in the advanced economy.283

3.5.2. Quantitative Results for the Full Two-Region Model284

We now show quantitative results for our full two-region model. We model the robot revolution as285

a doubling of robot productivity (b) in both regions, as in Berg et al. (2018). The increase in robot286

productivity leads to higher GDP in both regions in the long run as households invest more in robots287

and in capital (which complements robots). However, which region grows more, and whether the288

developing economy falls further behind the advanced economy, depends crucially on the elasticity289

of substitution between robots and labor (Figure 7).19
290

In the Cobb-Douglas case, outcomes are symmetric in the two regions, with the change in GDP291

being the same, as both regions have the same robot share in output in the initial steady state.292

However, when the elasticity of substitution is greater than 1, the developing economy benefits293

less. In this case, the robot share in output is larger in the advanced economy in the initial steady294

state (robots are a more important input in production), and so, the associated increase in GDP295

following a doubling of robot productivity is also larger. Investing in robots, and in complementary296

traditional capital, following an increase in robot productivity is most profitable where wages are297

high because they save on the cost of employing expensive workers. Thus, the developing region falls298

19For σ = 3, the increase in GDP per capita for the developing region in Figure 7 is not noticeable due to the scale,
but it is positive. This small, but positive, increase is apparent in Figure A.2 in Appendix D.
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Figure 7: Steady State Comparison: percent changes with respect to initial steady state for different
σ′s

Note: The figure plots the percent change in various variables between the initial steady state and the final
steady state following a doubling of robot productivity. Note that each σ (plotted on the x-axis) is associated
with a different initial steady state calibration as described in Section 3.4.

further behind, diverging from the advanced region in GDP and (to a lesser extent) consumption.20
299

While real wages increase in the long run in both regions, the change in labor share in output300

is more pronounced in the advanced economy. When robots easily replace workers, the robot and301

capital stocks increase by more than wages, leading to a fall in the labor share in both regions. The302

increase in real wages is stronger in the advanced region, but the increase in per capita GDP is even303

larger (due to faster robot and capital accumulation), so that the fall in labor share in output is304

more pronounced than in the developing region. Relatively higher growth in the advanced region is305

then associated with higher inequality as well.306

Thus, the robot revolution may exacerbate income differences between advanced and develop-307

ing economies if robots substitute workers because robots are used more intensively in advanced308

economies in the initial steady state. In Appendix D, we show that this divergence result is robust309

20As we show in the next section, with open capital accounts divergence in consumption is mitigated, because the
developing region invests in some of the advanced-country robot stock during the transition.
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to alternative calibrations of the TFP differential, so that substantial divergence would emerge even310

when considering a relatively-rich developing region such as China.311

3.6. Short-run Impact of the Robot Revolution312

In this subsection, we explore the implications of the robot revolution during the transition. We313

assume that robot productivity doubles over four periods (with equal-sized increases each time) and314

remains constant thereafter.21
315

While in the steady state we saw that GDP in the developing economy may fall back relative to316

the advanced economy when σ is greater than one, in the transition there may be a drop in the317

absolute level of GDP in the developing region as a result of the robot revolution. Figure 8 shows318

the evolution of key variables along the transition path for different values of σ.319

When the elasticity of substitution is 3, GDP falls in the developing region in the short-run.320

While the stock of robots increase in both regions, the capital stock in the developing economy321

falls for an extended period of time. This is because resources are channeled out of the developing322

region and transferred to the advanced economy to meet the stronger demand for capital and robots323

created there by the increase in robot productivity. The developing region acts as a lender, running324

a current account surplus and financing a stronger response to technological change in the advanced325

region. As a consequence, the divergence in terms of gross national product is less pronounced than326

the divergence in terms of GDP (Appendix F).22
327

Consumption also falls in both regions in the first few years as resources are diverted to investment,328

but the fall is larger and more persistent for the developing economy, again reflecting the outflow of329

resources and the build up of a net asset position with respect to the rest of the world. In the final330

steady state, consumption in the developing region is greater than output, the difference financed331

by the interest income on the accumulated assets.332

The transition is particularly painful and long for workers in the developing region in terms of333

wages (Figure 9). For an elasticity of substitution of 3, wages drop after the robot revolution in334

both regions as firms substitute away from workers and into robots. However, the decline is larger335

in the developing region, where GDP is falling as capital flow out of the region. Eventually, the336

21Appendix E provides details on solving for the transition.
22Gross national product is defined as wL+ rKK + rZZ + rB (BA −BD).
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Figure 8: Transition: GDP per capita, Capital, Consumption, and Savings
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Note: DR=Developing Region; AR=Advanced Region. All charts plot the transition path, showing the
percent changes with respect to initial steady state, except “Net Financial Assets” which are shown as a
percent of world GDP.
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Figure 9: Transition. Factor Prices and Labor Shares
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capital stock grows enough to compensate for the negative substitution effect and raises wages, but337

that takes longer in the developing region. In terms of labor income as a share of output, the decline338

is quite small for the developing region but quite large for the advanced economy. However, even339

in the developing economy, labor income as a share of gross national product falls substantially as340

the build up of foreign assets yields large interest income, indicating that inequality might increase341

in the developing economy as well.342

Most of the transitional effects on the developing country are due to capital account implications343

of robot adoption in advanced countries (see Figure 10). In the case of closed economies, the shape344

of the response is similar across regions but greatly amplified in the advanced region, where there345

are greater incentives to take advantage of the more productive robots. In the developing country,346

with low wages and low share of robots in output, the increase in demand for robots is smaller. This347

leads to a small increase in the interest rate in the developing country (barely noticeable in the plot),348

in contrast to the large spike in the advanced country. In fact, this spike in the advanced country is349

only slightly larger than what would have happened under an open capital account, reflecting the350

small mitigating impact of capital flows from the developing region. A closed capital account thus351

insulates the developing country from most of the impact of the robot revolution. The developing352

country misses out on the chance to own some of the advanced-country robot capital stock, with353

consumers in the developing country losing almost all the long-run consumption benefits from the354

increase in the productivity of robot capital as they do not get to benefit from the high interest rate355

The overall welfare impact of the robot revolution is positive for both countries, with the mag-356

nitude of welfare benefit dependent on whether capital acocunts are open or not, especially for357

developing economies. We compute the increase in permanent consumption that would yield the358

same increase in welfare following the doubling of robot productivity, for each country (Figure 11).359

For the advanced region, higher elasticity of substitution yields higher welfare following a robot360

revolution, reflecting the higher GDP increase in the long run. An open capital account leads to361

only marginally higher welfare than a closed one, mirroring the GDP dynamics of Figure 10 in362

this case. In contrast, for the developing region, the relationship between welfare and elasticity of363

substitution is non-monotonic when the capital account is open. For low levels of the elasticity of364

substitution, welfare declines with the elasticity of substitution following the lower GDP increase in365

the long run. But for high levels of the elasticity of substitution, welfare increases with the elasticity366
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Figure 10: Transition with Closed and Open Capital Accounts (σ = 3)
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Figure 11: Equivalent Percent Increase in Permanent Consumption
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Note: The charts show the equivalent percent increase in permanent consumption that follows after a
doubling of robot productivity taking into account the transition dynamics, for different levels of σ. The
increase is expressed as percent of consumption in the initial steady state.

of substitution as the developing region benefits more from the higher global interest rate at which it367

lends to the advanced region during the transition. This non-monotonic relation is naturally absent368

when the capital account is closed. Welfare in the developing country declines with the elasticity of369

substitution, mirroring the pattern of GDP increase in the long run (Figure 7).370

3.7. Adding Two Skill Levels371

In this subsection, we extend our model to include two types of workers, skilled and unskilled.372

This extension has two key benefits compared to the baseline model. First, in the baseline model,373

all income differences between the two regions arise due to differences in aggregate productivity374

(TFP), which then drive the magnitude of the divergence result through the gap in wages. The375

two-skill-level model allows for a more realistic calibration, where differences in human capital376

endowments account for part of the income differences between the two regions, and so, the gap in377

TFP is mitigated. Second, and perhaps more important, robots may not substitute for all types of378

workers in the future. The two-skill-level model allows us to see how results differ when robots are379

complementary to skilled labor while they substitute for unskilled labor. This assumption, which is380

critical to the main results of this section, is a plausible and widespread view, as briefly discussed381

in the introduction (particularly footnote 9).382

While the basic divergence result remains qualitatively unchanged, quantitatively the extent383

of divergence is smaller when robots only substitute for a part of the labor force. Furthermore,384
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Table 2: Calibration for Two-Labor Model
Parameter Description Value

αK Share of capital in production function 0.35
αS Share of skill in production function 0.30
LD Stock of unskilled labor in the developing

economy
0.98

SD Stock of skilled labor in the developing economy 0.02
LA Stock of unskilled labor in the advanced economy 0.70
SA Stock of skilled labor in the advanced economy 0.30

this richer model has implications for labor income inequality. For high substitutability between385

unskilled labor and robots, we find that labor income inequality rises and that the increase is higher386

in the advanced region.387

We consider a production function in region i given by388

Yi,t = Ai

(
Kd
i,t

)αK
(Si,t)

αS

[
e

1
σ (Li,t)

σ−1
σ + (1− e)

1
σ

(
btZ

d
i,t

)σ−1
σ

] (1−αK−αS)σ

σ−1

where Si,t and Li,t represent skilled and unskilled labor, respectively.389

Our calibration strategy remains broadly unchanged. We calibrate the endowments of skilled390

workers in the two regions to match the share of workers with greater than secondary education391

in the US and in low income countries. Of course, the advanced region has relatively more skilled392

workers compared to the developing region. For the share of skilled labor in the production function,393

we follow Berg et al. (2018). We continue to calibrate aggregate productivity in the developing region394

AD and unskilled labor share parameter e to match relative GDP in the two regions and robot share395

in income in advanced economies. Our calibration strategy implies that the capital and skilled labor396

shares are the same in both regions, and the robot share in the initial steady state in the advanced397

region is maintained at 4 percent for all σ. The new parameters are summarized in Table 4. Other398

parameters remain as in Table 1.399

Accounting for differences in skill across countries leads to lower differences in calibrated TFP. In400

particular, while AD was calibrated to a value of about 0.19 in the baseline model, the calibrated401

value in the two-skill-level model is almost twice as high at about 0.38 (both with respect to a TFP402

normalized at 1 for the advanced economy).403

As in the baseline model with only one type of labor, the divergence effect emerges in the long404
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Figure 12: Steady State Comparison (percent changes with respect to initial steady state)

Note: The figure plots the percent change in various variables between the initial steady state and the final
steady state following a doubling of robot productivity. Note that each σ (plotted on the x-axis) is associated
with a different initial steady state calibration as described in Section 3.4.

run (Figure 12). The advanced region experiences a much larger increase in per capita GDP for405

large values of σ than the developing region.406

Quantitatively, the divergence effect is smaller than in the one-skill-level model reflecting a lower407

TFP gap across countries and a lower share of unskilled labor/robots. For example, when σ = 3, the408

advanced economy grows by about 39 percent in the baseline model while only growing by about 23409

percent in the two-skill-level model (Table 3). The reason is that robots only substitute for a subset410

of the labor force and total factor productivity is not so different. An increase in robot productivity411

leads to greater investment in robots (and complementary physical capital). However, as robots412

complement skilled labor which is in fixed supply, this greater investment also raises skilled wages413

which reduces the incentive to invest. A similar effect emerges in the developing economy, but is414

weaker in magnitude, leading to a milder divergence. This dampening force did not exist in the415

baseline model.416

This version of the model also predicts increases in labor income inequality for large values417
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Table 3: Percent Change in per-capita GDP following Increase in Robot Productivity

Model: 1 Sector and Model: 1 Sector and Model: 2 Sectors and
1 Skill Level 2 Skill Levels 2 Skill Levels

DR AR DR AR DR AR
σ = 1 (Cobb-Douglas) 4.7 4.7 4.7 4.7 4.7 4.7
σ = 2 0.9 14.5 0.7 12.6 -0.8 11.2
σ = 3 0.1 38.9 0.1 23.5 -4.0 19.5

Note: DR = Developing Region; AR = Advanced Region. Table shows the percent change in per capita
GDP following a doubling of robot productivity for different σ for the three models. Columns 2 and 3 report
results for the baseline model described in Sections 3.1 through 3.5. Columns 4 and 5 report results for the
model described in Section 3.7 while Columns 6 and 7 report results for the model described in Section 4.

of σ. Skilled wages in both the economies increase in line with per-capita GDP as skilled labor418

complements robots. However, the absolute level of unskilled wages can fall following an increase in419

robot productivity for high values of σ. This is because robots substitutes for unskilled workers, and420

the increase in robot investment following an increase in robot productivity reduces the demand for421

unskilled workers. The fall in unskilled wages is larger in advanced economies as there is greater422

investment in robots in this region, thus reducing unskilled labor demand by more.423

4. Two-Sector Model with Two Skill Levels424

Until now we have assumed only one good. However, the output composition of the developing425

region is likely to reflect its relatively greater abundance of unskilled labor. In this section we426

extend our baseline model to include two sectors that are distinguished by the intensity with which427

they use skilled vs unskilled labor. With only this addition, and again the assumptions that robots428

substitute for—and low-income countries are relatively well-endowed in—unskilled labor, we find a429

terms-of-trade channel that tends to amplify the divergence effect.23
430

The model continues to feature two regions indexed by i, representing an advanced economy431

(i = A) and a developing economy (i = D). In addition, the model now has two types of goods432

indexed by j (j = T1, T2), with both goods being tradable. Households utility function is given433

by:434

23To be somewhat more concrete, examples of low-skill industries are: food and beverage manufacturing, and
textiles and apparel manufacturing; and for high-skill industries are: manufacturing of aircraft and manufacturing of
drugs and medicines (Wörz, Julia (2004)).
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∑
t

βt

[(
CT1i,t

)ι (
CT2i,t

)1−ι]1− 1
τ

1− 1
τ

where CT1i,t and CT2i,t is consumption of good T1 and T2 respectively, by household i (with i = A,D)435

in period t.436

Household i seeks to maximize utility given its budget constraint:437

CT1
i,t + PT2

t CT2
i,t + IKi,t + IZi,t + (B−i,t+1 −Bi,t+1) = rKt Ki,t + rZt Zi,t + wi,tLi + wS

i,tSi +
(
1 + rBt

)
(B−i,t −Bi,t) + Πi,t

(12)

where P T2t is the relative price of the second good, wSi,t is the wage of skilled workers, Si is the438

endowment of skilled labor, and wi,t and Li are the wages and endowment of unskilled workers.439

Note that good T1 is assumed to be the numeraire, and we implicitly assume that only good T1 is440

used for capital and robot accumulation.24
441

A representative firm operates in each sector in each region. The production function for sector442

j in region i is given by443

Y j
i,t = Ai

(
Kj,d
i,t

)αK,j (
Sji,t

)αS,j [
(ej)

1
σj ej

(
Lji,t

)σj−1

σj + (1− ej)
1
σj

(
btZ

j,d
i,t

)σj−1

σj

] (1−αK,j−αS,j)σj
σj−1

.

Note that Ai is still the only parameter that varies across regions and is assumed to be the444

same across the two sectors. The share parameters for capital, skilled labor, and unskilled labor445

(αK,j , αS,j and ej), and the elasticity of substitution between unskilled labor and robots (σj), can446

vary across sectors but are the same across the two regions.447

The equilibrium definition is the same as used in Section 3.3, with the market clearing conditions448

now given by:449

Li =
∑

j={T1,T2}

Lji,t ∀i

24Results are similar if we assume that robots and capital are produced using a Cobb–Douglas aggregate of the
two goods.
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Ki,t =
∑
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i,t
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i

(
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)
=
∑
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450 ∑
i
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Note that as the production functions in both sectors exhibit constant returns to scale, and as451

both goods are tradable, the model can have a corner equilibrium in which one of the goods is only452

produced in one region.25
453

4.1. Calibration of the Initial Steady States of Two-Sector Model454

Our calibration strategy follows the approach in subsection 3.4. For each level of σ, ranging from 1455

to 3, we calibrate a separate initial steady state where we choose eT1, eT2 and AD to match three456

moments: the relative GDP per capita between the two regions and a robot share of 4 percent in457

the advanced economy in each sectors. Both sectors are assumed to have the same elasticity of458

substitution between unskilled workers and robots.459

As in subsection 3.7, we calibrate the endowments of skilled workers in the two regions to match460

the share of workers with greater than secondary education in the US and in low income countries.461

Furthermore, we assume that the main difference between the two sectors is the relative importance462

of skilled and unskilled labor in the production function. In particular, the T1 sector has a skilled463

share which is 10 percentage points higher compared to the T2 sector. Table 4 summarizes the464

values of the additional parameters we calibrate relating to technology in the two sectors and the465

25Our solution algorithm first solves the unconstrained problem, and then checks whether the non-negativity
constraint on the solution holds. If the non-negativity constraint does not hold because the quantity produced of one
of the goods is negative, the algorithm assumes that production of that good is zero and allocates all the inputs to
the production of the other good. For example, with our calibration for this section, we find that T1 is not produced
in the developing region (i = D) in equilibrium. For this allocation to be an equilibrium, it must be the case that
given factor prices, the marginal/average cost of producing T1 in the developing region is higher than the price of
T1 in equilibrium in the world market. This inequality holds in our equilibrium, indicating that there is, in fact, no
incentive to produce T1 in the developing region, as doing so would lead to losses.
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Table 4: Calibration for Two-Sector Model
Parameter Description Value

αK,T1 = αK,T2 Share of capital in production function 0.35
αS,T1 Share of skill in T1 production function 0.35
αS,T2 Share of skill in T2 production function 0.25
LD Stock of unskilled labor in the developing

economy
0.98

SD Stock of skilled labor in the developing economy 0.02
LA Stock of unskilled labor in the advanced economy 0.70
SA Stock of skilled labor in the advanced economy 0.30

Figure 13: Moments in the Initial Steady State

Note: The top panel of the figure plots the the robot share and unskilled labor share for each steady state,
that is, for each value of σ. The bottom left panel plots the skilled labor share.

endowment of the two types of labor in each region. We maintain the same calibrated values as in466

Table 1 for common parameters across the two models.467

As in the one-sector model, the robot share varies endogenously in the developing economy468

(Figure 13). In particular, the robot share is lower in the developing region for values of σ greater469

than 1, while the unskilled labor share is higher. On the other hand, the robot share in output is470

the same in the advanced economy for different values of σ because that is one of the targets of our471

calibration strategy.472

The skilled labor share in this model is the weighted average of the skilled labor shares in both473

sectors and does not depend on σ. The skilled labor share in the developing region is 0.25, which474

is the calibrated value of αS,T2 because the region only produces the unskilled-labor intensive good475
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Figure 14: Steady State Comparison (percent changes with respect to initial steady state)

Note: The figure plots the percent change in various variables between the initial steady state and the final
steady state following a doubling of robot productivity. Note that each σ (plotted on the x-axis) is associated
with a different initial steady state calibration as described in Section 4.1.

(T2) in equilibrium for our baseline calibration. Since the advanced region produces both goods,476

its skilled labor share lies between the values of αK,T1 and αK,T2.477

4.2. Long-run Impact of the Robot Revolution in the Two-Sector Model478

In this model, a combination of two forces determine the relative impact of an increase in robot479

productivity on the two regions—a direct effect (akin to the one-sector model) and a second effect480

due to changes in relative prices.481

After a doubling of robot productivity, the direct effect is an incentive to accumulate more robots482

and complementary physical capital in both the sectors, similar to the one-sector model of Section483

3.26
484

However, in addition to this direct effect, the two-sector model also has an indirect effect working485

26Furthermore, within each region, the direct effect is larger for good T2 as this sector is more intensive in the
robots and unskilled labor composite (1−αK,T2−αS,T2 > 1−αK,T1−αS,T1). Thus, a doubling in robot productivity
will lead to a larger increase in investment in robots and capital in the T2 sector, all else equal.
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through changes in relative prices. The increase in robot productivity decreases the demand for486

unskilled labor, especially when robots and unskilled labor are highly substitutable (i.e., when σ is487

large), thus lowering unskilled wages. As good T2 uses unskilled labor (and robots) more intensively,488

this results in a decline in the relative price of good T2.27 This decline in relative price implies less489

incentive to invest in robots and capital in the T2 sector, thus countervailing the direct effect.28
490

Following a doubling of robot productivity, the same divergence effect seen in the one-sector491

model emerges when σ > 1, with the increase in per capita GDP being much larger in the advanced492

region (Figure 14). This is driven by the direct effect which is larger in the advanced economy when493

σ > 1—the intuition for this result is the same as in the one sector model, as the robot share in494

output is larger in the initial steady state in the advanced region.495

However, while per capita GDP always increased in the long run in the one-sector model following496

an increase in robot productivity, in the two sector-model income levels can actually decline in the497

developing economy for large values of σ due to the effects arising from changes in relative prices.498

To get a sense of why per capita GDP can fall in the two sector model, Figure 15 decomposes499

the two channels (i.e., share-in-production or direct effect, and terms-of-trade or indirect effect) by500

considering an intermediate step in which robot productivity increases but the price of the second501

good is kept constant at the level of the initial steady state. The change between the initial steady502

state and the intermediate step (in red bars) resembles the divergence results produced by the503

share-in-production channel with the developing region benefiting less from the robot revolution504

than the advanced region as robot utilization is lower. Through this channel, GDP grows less in505

the developing region, but does not decline. Instead, the decline in GDP for the developing region506

emerges when the price of the second good declines to restore the equilibrium and reach the final507

steady state (blue bars). It is then the terms-of-trade channel that pushes GDP to drop in the final508

steady state in the developing region.509

Considering how output in both the sectors is affected can provide further intuition for this result:510

• In the advanced economy, output of both goods increases in equilibrium. For good T1 this is511

27On the other hand, if robots were to substitute for skilled workers (i.e. if skilled labor were to be the input
combined with robots using a CES technology, instead of unskilled labor), then the terms of trade effect would be
reversed with the relative price of T2 increasing. See Acemoglu and Restrepo (2018b) for a model where automation
can impact high and low skilled workers.

28While we assume that capital and robots are produced using good T1 only, the qualitative result does not change
if we allow capital to be produced using a Cobb-Douglas aggregate of the two goods. In particular, the price of T2
relative to that of investment will fall as long as investment uses T1 good to some extent.
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Figure 15: Decomposing Steady State Change (percent changes with respect to initial steady state)

Note: The figure decomposes the percent change in GDP between the initial and final steady state following
a doubling of robot productivity, using an intermediate step in which the price of the second good is kept
constant at its initial level. The red bar shows the increase in GDP that would have happened if the price
of the second good had been kept constant at the level of the initial steady state. Note that this is not an
equilibrium outcome and, in fact, for σ = 3 is associated with zero production of good 1 in both countries.
The blue bar shows the change between steady states and so, it incorporates the decline in the price of the
second good needed to reach equilibrium.
Note that each σ (plotted on the x-axis) is associated with a different initial steady state calibration as
described in Section 4.1.

simply reflecting the direct effect. For good T2, there are two forces. While the direct effect512

provides incentive to invest in more robots and capital, the decline in relative price of T2513

reduces the incentive to invest in this sector. In equilibrium, the direct effect is larger in the514

advanced economy, thus resulting in higher output of good T2 in equilibrium.29
515

• In the developing region, output of good T2 declines in equilibrium. As in the advanced516

economy, the direct effect provides incentive to invest in more robots. However, the direct517

effect is comparatively small in the developing region when σ > 1 because robot share in518

output is small in the initial steady state (as in the one-sector model). Thus, in the developing519

region, the effect from a decline in relative price of T2 dominates, and output of good T2 falls.520

Furthermore, as the developing region only produces good T2, GDP in the region falls.521

Income inequality also increases substantially in both regions when robots and unskilled labor are522

highly substitutable. The greater the σ, the greater the increase in the robot share at the expense523

of unskilled labor share. But also, the skill premium expands as skilled wages increase by more than524

unskilled wages, which even drops for large degrees of substitutability.525

29This result has a flavor of “re-shoring”, in that the higher robot productivity drives some of the production of the
low-skill-intensive good to the advanced region.
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5. Conclusion526

Developing economies face tremendous challenges in their attempt to converge to the income levels527

of emerging and advanced economies. Of course, opportunities emerge and disappear as the global528

landscape changes. The economic environment and potential sources of growth that, for example,529

the US and China faced during their early stages of economic development are remarkably different530

from what Cambodia and Tanzania are currently facing. And specifically, automation over the last531

few decades has been rapidly transforming the global economic landscape for all countries, including532

developing economies.533

This paper considers the implications for developing countries of machines that substitute perva-534

sively for labor, a topic that has generated a burgeoning literature focused on advanced countries.535

It makes simple and plausible assumptions: (1) the AI revolution can be modeled as an increase in536

productivity (or reduction in cost) of a distinct type of capital—dubbed “robots”—that substitutes537

closely with labor; (2) the only difference between the advanced and developing country is the level538

of TFP; and (3) labor is immobile across regions.30
539

This setup is minimalist, but the resulting conclusions are powerful and general: improvements in540

the productivity of “robots” drive divergence between advanced and developing countries. Advanced541

countries will make greater use of such machines, since they will have higher wages, and they will542

thus differentially benefit from a reduction in their cost. And in the transition, if capital is mobile,543

the high profitability of both robots (because of the increase in productivity) and of traditional544

capital (which complements robots) pulls capital from the developing to the developed country,545

resulting in a transitional decline in GDP in the developing country. If, instead, capital is immobile,546

there is no “uphill” capital flow, but the developing region loses the long-run increase in consumption547

associated with its transitional accumulation of high-yielding advanced-country robot capital. It is548

worth underscoring that none of these results hold in the textbook Cobb-Douglas world, where each549

region benefits equally from improvements in technology.550

We also consider an extended model with two types of labor, with “robots” substituting for551

one type (“unskilled”) and complementing the other (“skilled”). In this case, there is a permanent552

30Allowing for migration of unskilled labor from developing to advanced countries could help mitigate the divergence
results.
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decline in the terms of trade in the developing region, insofar as it is relatively rich in unskilled553

labor. With this additional channel, the developing country could observe a fall not just in relative554

but in absolute GDP.555

Our framework is simple and the key assumptions plausible; the resulting mechanisms thus seem556

fundamental. With this simplicity, we have ignored many important considerations, of which two557

off-setting ones deserve mention here, both involving the way in which the new wave of technologies558

may change the dynamics of development. First, the new wave of technologies may differentially559

benefit low-income countries by allowing them to “leap-frog” earlier hurdles to development. Cloud560

technologies and mobile phones may obviate the need for the construction of extensive on-the-561

ground infrastructure, for example. Or, new technologies may allow global supply chains to extend562

to services bringing poor regions more quickly into the global economy.563

On the other hand, these new technologies may also have implications for the viability of rapid564

catch-up through industrialization—e.g. the “flying geese” model by which poor countries grow565

rapidly by moving up the value chain, learning-by-doing along the way. Our model captures some566

of the flavor of the problem: as mentioned in footnote 29, we observe something like “re-shoring” in567

the way an increase in robot productivity pulls some low-skill-intensive production to the advanced568

country, and also in the way the advent of low-cost robots draws capital from poor to rich countries,569

with capital mobility. However, in our setup there is nothing special for growth about the production570

of any good, and in particular no learning-by-doing that would make anything like reshoring per se571

detrimental to growth.572

There is no silver bullet for averting divergence.31 Developing countries, more urgently than ever573

before, need to invest in raising aggregate productivity and skill levels so that the labor force be574

complemented rather than substituted by robots, but of course this is easier said than done. In our575

baseline model, increases in total factor productivity—which are a proxy for the many institutional576

and other fundamental differences between developing and advanced countries not captured by577

labor and capital inputs—are especially beneficial by incentivizing more robots and physical capital578

accumulation. Of course, such improvements are always beneficial, but the gains are stronger in the579

31In a sense the results in this paper are an example of the general phenomenon underscored in Korinek and Stiglitz
(2019) and Korinek and Stiglitz (2021), which emphasizes the need for redistribution to make everyone better off in
the face of technical progress, in general. A key feature in our setting is that large-scale international redistribution is
much less plausible than in the domestic context as it would require reforms at the supra-national level (see Korinek
and Stiglitz (2021)).
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context of the AI revolution. Our two-sector, two-skill model also underscores the importance of580

human capital accumulation to prevent divergence, and points to potentially heterogeneous growth581

dynamics among developing economies with different skill levels.582

That said, continued advances in automation and the explosive use of robots in virtually all sectors583

of the economy threatens the complementarity that currently exists in these countries between584

humans and machine. The landscape is likely going to be much more challenging for developing585

countries which have hoped for high dividends from a much-anticipated demographic transition. By586

2030, more than half of the increase in the global labor force is expected to come from the African587

continent. This was hailed by policymakers as possibly the continent’s big chance to benefit from588

China’s graduating middle-income status (de Carvalho Chamon and Kremer (2006)). Our findings589

show that robots may steal these jobs from Africa and unless a drastic shift to productivity gains590

and education investment is put in place rapidly, Africa’s much anticipated demographic transition591

could yield negative not positive dividends.592
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A. Appendix: Data676

Wage data: This data is taken from the Global Wage Report (ILO) and the Conference board.677

• Conference Board: This is nominal data in local currency that has been converted (by678

the source) using the average annual exchange rate. We convert this to real compensation679

using the US CPI with 2010 as the base year. It is also converted to real compensation in680

local currency using countries’ CPI. Wage is hourly compensation costs – this relates to all681

employees in manufacturing and includes (1) direct pay and (2) employer social insurance682

expenditures and labor-related taxes.683

– Direct pay includes all payments made directly to the worker before payroll deductions684

and consists of two parts: Pay for time worked and directly-paid benefits.685

– Social insurance expenditures refer to the value of social contributions (legally required686

as well as private and contractual expenses) incurred by employers in order to secure en-687

titlement to social benefits for their employees; these contributions often provide delayed,688

future income and benefits to employees.689

– Labor-related taxes refer to taxes on payrolls or employment. reductions to reflect sub-690

sidies), even if they do not finance programs that directly benefit workers.691

– For EU countries, values before certain years have been disregarded because of discrete692

jumps in the underlying series. These are as follows with years indicated prior to which693

data is not considered.694

∗ Finland, Italy, Netherlands, Portugal, Spain – 1999695

∗ Slovakia, 2009696

∗ Estonia, 2011697

• Global Wage Report Data: This source allows us to add more developing economies to698

the sample. The data is mostly for the manufacturing sector, however for a few countries it699

is a broader definition – this is indicated below. The data is in local currency and provides700

information on gross average monthly wages. This is converted to USD using the annual701
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average exchange rate and the deflated using the US CPI. It is also converted to real compen-702

sation in local currency using countries’ CPI. Data for 11 countries is taken from the Global703

Wage Report data from the ILO. This data is sourced from country surveys. Of these 11,704

data for manufacturing is specifically indicated for 2 (Malaysia and Indonesia), while for 2705

it is indicated that agriculture is excluded (Hong Kong and Chile). For the rest it is either706

not indicated or for all sectors. When several series are provided for a country, the most707

appropriate one is chosen for the manufacturing sector. Detail are as follows:708

– For Malaysia two wage series are provide, one for the manufacturing and one for the709

economy as a whole.710

– For Indonesia, two series are provided, one of which is relevant for the manufacturing711

sector. Although both series have a similar trend, the series for the manufacturing sector712

ends in 2014 and is not imputed for 2015-2016 data for which is available for the national713

series.714

– For Chile, three series are available. All of these are all combined to form one. The sector715

coverage indicates that the series exclude agriculture.716

– For Hong Kong, one series is provided, and this excludes agriculture.717

– For Iran, the nominal wage is used. While an index is also provided for manufacturing718

it is not used. Note that they both indicate a similar growth trajectory.719

– For Thailand no information provided on sector coverage.720

– For Vietnam, three series are provided of which the most complete one is taken, and721

value for 2008 is imputed assuming a linear growth trend between 2007 and 2009. No722

information is provided on the sector coverage.723

– The data for Venezuela ends in 2013. After that, another series for an index is pro-724

vided up to 2014 but the growth rates and trends are different, therefore another year725

is not imputed based on the additional information. No information provided on sector726

coverage.727

– For Colombia, the missing value for the year 2001 is imputed assuming a linear growth728

trend between 2000 and 2002. No information is provided sector coverage.729
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– For Peru, the most complete series is selected. The missing value for the year 1996730

value is imputed assuming a linear growth trend between 1995 and 1997. No information731

provided for sector coverage.732

– For Egypt, two series are combined (which are essentially the same but have missing data733

in the first few or last few years). This series includes agriculture.734

Labor data: This data is taken from various sources: OECD, 10-Sector Groningen database,735

World KLEMS and ILO. Employment is provided in ‘000s up to 2011/2012 mostly. The data is736

for the manufacturing sector except for ILO which exists for industry – a broader definition that737

includes the manufacturing sector. Please refer to table for specific country details on which series738

in selected for each country.739

Robot Stock: The data for robot stocks is taken from IFR Robotics which provides the number740

of robots (operational stock) across countries, sectors and time.32 Observed zeros are actual zeros -741

implying that zero robots have been reported.33 Mostly, the data begins to take on positive values742

after 2004/2005, especially for developing economies. A minor imputation is made in the data743

to address the data anomaly for North America. Specifcally, the data from IFR lumps up USA,744

Canada and Mexico into one category till 2010. Only after this year, the distinct data is provided.745

To address this, the ratios for 2011 for each country are applied to historical data.746

32This is a proprietary database. Recent papers by Acemoglu and Restrepo this dataset has been used extensively
to study demographics and employment in the context of automation in the US.

33Consulted IFR data representative.
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Table A.1: Details on Data Selection
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B. Appendix: Figure747

Figure A.1: Real Wages and Robot Density
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details.

C. Appendix:Analytical Solution for One-Region Modell748

We solve for the analytical solution of the one-region model using the following four equation:749

Price equation/zero profit condition750

1 =

(
rKt
)α(

e (wt)
1−σ + (1− e)

(
rZt
bt

)1−σ) 1−α
1−σ

Atαα (1− α)1−α
(13)

First order condition for Z and L751
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Zt =
(1− e)Lt

ebt

[
wtbt

rZt

]σ
(14)

First order condition for K and L752

Kt =
α
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e
1
σ (Lt)

σ−1
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1
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σ−1
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1
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σ

(15)

Production function753

Qt = At (Kt)
α

([
e

1
σ (Lt)

σ−1
σ + (1− e)

1
σ (btZt)

σ−1
σ

] σ
σ−1

)1−α
(16)

C.1. Log-linearized Solution754

Throughout we will use θ to denote shares in income in the initial steady state

α = θk =
r∗K∗

r∗K∗ + w∗L∗ + r∗Z∗

θl =
w∗L∗

r∗K∗ + w∗L∗ + r∗Z∗

θz =
r∗Z∗

r∗K∗ + w∗L∗ + r∗Z∗

Starred variables will refer to the variable in the initial steady state while hatted variables will755

represent log deviations from initial steady state.756

C.2. Some Preliminary Derivations757

Before deriving the full solution to the model, it is useful to log-linearize two function which758

take the form g1
(
wt, r

Z
t , bt

)
= e (wt)

1−σ + (1− e)
(
rZt
b

)1−σ
and g2 (Lt, Zt, bt) = e1/σ (Lt)

(σ−1)/σ +759

(1− e)1/σ (btZt)
(σ−1)/σ.760

Log-linearizing the first function yields:761
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g1
(
wt, r

Z
t , bt

)
= e (wt)

1−σ + (1− e)
(
rZt
b

)1−σ

≈ g∗1 (.) + (1− σ) e (w∗)1−σ ŵ + (1− σ) (1− e)
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))

From equation 14 we know that in the initial steady state θz
θl

= r∗Z∗

w∗L = (1−e1)
e1

[
r∗

w∗b∗

]1−σ. Substi-
tuting in the above equation we get:

g1
(
wt, r

Z
t , bt

)
≈ g∗1 (.)

(
1 +

(1− σ)

1 + θz
θl

ŵ +
(1− σ)
θl
θz

+ 1

(
r̂ − b̂

))

= g∗1 (.)

(
1 +

θl (1− σ)

θl + θz
ŵ +

θz (1− σ)

θl + θz

(
r̂ − b̂

))
(17)

Log-linearizing the second function yields:762

g2 (Lt, Zt, bt) = e1/σ (Lt)
(σ−1)/σ + (1− e)1/σ (btZt)

(σ−1)/σ

≈ g∗2 (.)

(
1 +

σ − 1

σ

e1/σ (L∗)(σ−1)/σ

g∗2 (.)
l̂ +

σ − 1

σ

(1− e)1/σ (b∗Z∗)(σ−1)/σ

g∗2 (.)

(
b̂+ ẑ2

))

From equation 15 we know that in the initial steady state θl
θk

=
wtL1

t

rKt K
1
t

= 1−α
α

e1/σ(L∗)(σ−1)/σ

g∗2(.)
.

Substituting in the above equation we get:

g2 (Lt, Zt, bt) = g∗2 (.)

(
1 +

σ − 1

σ

α

1− α
θl
θk
l̂ +

σ − 1

σ

α

1− α
θz
θk

(
b̂+ ẑ2

))
= g∗2 (.)

(
1 +

σ − 1

σ

θl
1− α

l̂ +
σ − 1

σ

θz
1− α

(
b̂+ ẑ2

))
(18)

With these derivations in hand, we can solve for the entire steady state.763

C.3. ŵ as a function of b̂ from the price equation764

Rearraging equation 13 we get765
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(
Atα

α (1− α)1−α(
rKt
)α

) 1−σ
1−α

= e
(
wit
)1−σ

+ (1− e)
(
rZt
bi

)1−σ

Using equation 17 derived above and log-linearizing the left hand side we get766

(
1− σ
1− α

)
â− α (1− σ)

1− α
r̂ =

θl (1− σ)

θl + θz
ŵ +

θz (1− σ)

θl + θz

(
r̂ − b̂

)

Now imposing r̂ = 0 (as the interest rate is pinned down by the discount factor in the steady-

state) and â = 0 (as we only consider a shock to robot productivity with no change to aggregate

TFP), we get

θl (1− σ)

θl + θz
ŵ +

θz (1− σ)

θl + θz

(
r̂ − b̂

)
= 0

ŵ =
θz
θl
b̂ (19)

C.4. ẑ as a function of b̂ from the first order condition of Z and L767

Log-linearizing equation 14 we get768

ẑ = l̂ + σŵ + σb̂− σr̂ − b̂

Now setting l̂ = r̂ = 0 and substituting in equation 19 we get769

ẑ =

(
σ
θz + θl
θl

− 1

)
b̂ (20)

C.5. k̂ as a function of b̂ from the first order condition of K and L770

Rearranging equation 15 we get771
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Kt =
α

1− α
wtLt

rKt

e1/σ (Lt)
(σ−1)/σ + (1− e)1/σ (btZt)

(σ−1)/σ

e1/σ (Lt)
(σ−1)/σ

e1/σ (1− α) rtKt

αwtL
1
σ
t

=

(
e1/σ

(
LT,i

)(σ−1)/σ
+ (1− e)1/σ

(
biZT,i,dd

)(σ−1)/σ)

Log-linearizing the left hand side and substituting in equation 18 we get772

r̂ + k̂ − ŵ − 1

σ
l̂ =

σ − 1

σ

θl
1− α

l̂ +
σ − 1

σ

θz
1− α

(
b̂+ ẑ

)

Now setting l̂ = r̂ = 0 and substituting in equations 19 and 20 we get773

k̂ − ŵ =
σ − 1

σ

θz
1− α

(
b̂+ ẑ

)
=
σ − 1

σ

θz
1− α

(
σ
θz + θl
θl

)
b̂+

θz
θl
b̂

=
θz
θl

(
σ − 1

σ
σ + 1

)
b̂

= σ
θz
θl
b̂ (21)

C.6. q̂ as a function of b̂ from the production function774

Rearranging equation 16 we get775

(
QtA

−1
t K−αt

) σ−1
σ(1−α) = e1/σ (Lt)

(σ−1)/σ + (1− e)1/σ (btZt)
(σ−1)/σ

Log-linearizing the left hand side and substituting in equation 18 we get

σ − 1

σ (1− α)

(
q̂ − â− αk̂

)
=
σ − 1

σ

θl
1− α

l̂ +
σ − 1

σ

θz
1− α

(
b̂+ ẑ2

)
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Now setting l̂ = r̂ = 0 and substituting in equations 20 and 21 we get

1

(1− α)
q̂ − α 1

σ (1− α)
k̂ =

θz
1− αK

(
b̂+ ẑ

)
q̂ − αk̂ = θz

(
b̂+ ẑ

)
= θz

(
b̂+

(
σ
θz + θl
θl

− 1

)
b̂

)
+ ασ

θz
θl
b̂

=
θzσ

θl
b̂ (θz + θl + α)

=
θzσ

θl
b̂ (1− α+ α)

= σ
θz
θl
b̂

D. Appendix: Divergence Result for Alternative Calibrations of776

the TFP Differential777

In this appendix, we calibrate the model for three different “developing” economies: sub-Saharan778

Africa (i.e., SSA, the baseline used in the main text), India, and China. Using the Penn World779

Tables, the relative GDP per capita with respect to the US is 15, 10.8, and 4.7 respectively.34 We780

use those ratios to calibrate the model following the strategy outlined in Section 3.4. Note that,781

because we have normalized TFP in the advanced region to 1, results for the advanced region do782

not change.783

The main finding is that, even for the intermediate cases, the divergence result remains strong.784

For high substitution between robots and workers, it remains the case that China would diverge785

substantially from the advanced economy, although slightly less than SSA.786

34We use the 5-year average GDP per capita in current dollars adjusted by PPP.
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Figure A.2: Developing Region’s Steady State GDP Comparison for Different Calibrations of the
TFP Differential

Note: The figure plots the percent change in GDP between the initial steady state and the final steady state
following a doubling of robot productivity. Each bar represents a different calibration following the strategy
in Section 3.4, but targeting three different levels of TFP differential between the advanced and developing
region. Those three levels correspond to the TFP differential between the US and sub-Saharan Africa (SSA),
India, and China. Compare to main text figure 7.

E. Appendix: Algorithm to Solve for the Transition787

To solve for the transition, we use this algorithm:788

1. Guess the whole sequence of interest rates for the financial assets
{
rBt
}
t≥0.789

2. Recover all other prices. Because of no arbitrage between financial assets, robots, and capital,790

we recover the rental rates for capital and robots,
{
rKt
}
t≥0 and

{
rZt
}
t≥0. Using the rental rates,791

the cost function for the final good, and the fact that the price of the final good is normalized792

to 1 in every period, we recover wages in each region {wSSA,t}t≥0 and {wROW,t}t≥0.793

3. Recover input and output levels. Based on the prices for all inputs, recover ratios of robots794

and labor from the firm’s first order condition. Using the fact that the stock of labor is795

constant, recover the stock of capital and robots in each region {Ki,t}t≥0 and {Zi,t}t≥0. Using796

the production function, find GDP in each period for each region {Yi,t}t≥0. Using the rules of797

motion for the stock of capital and robots, find investment paths
{
IKi,t

}
t≥0

and
{
IZi,t

}
t≥0

.798

4. Given interest rates and prices, solve for the optimal consumption path for each household as799

follows:800
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(a) Guess initial consumption level, Ci,0.801

(b) Recover the rest of the consumption path using the Euler equation from the household’s802

maximization problem {Ci,t}t≥0.803

(c) Compute implicit path of financial assets holdings using the budget constraint, {Bi,t}t≥0.804

(d) Iterate on initial consumption, so that financial asset holdings remain constant in the805

final steady state.806

5. Adjust sequence of interest rates
{
rBt
}
t≥0 to clear the global financial assets market each807

period, repeating steps 2-4 until convergence.808

F. Appendix: Evolution of GDP and GNP During Transition809

In this appendix, we show the transition for the one-sector, one-type of labor model described in810

section 3 in terms of GDP and GNP (i.e., gross national product). GNP is defined as GDP plus811

the net interest income received from the resources lent to the other region. The main takeaway is812

that divergence in terms of GNP is less pronounced than in terms of GDP because the developing813

region will obtain a higher GNP by lending resources to the advanced region during the transition.814
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Figure A.3: GNP and GDP During the Transition

Panel A. σ = 2
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Panel B. σ = 3
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Note: GNP = Gross National Product = GDP + Net Foreign Interest Income. Results correspond to the
transition of the one-sector, one-type of labor model after a doubling of robot productivity. Panel A considers
an elasticity of substitution of 2. Panel B uses an elasticity of substitution of 3.
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